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Foreword

All the writers in the book before you have felt that 
there was something missing in their lives.
They have families, love, children, brilliant careers; 
they live in pretty houses throughout five continents 
and yet something was missing.
They decided to embark on a journey and have 
found what they were looking for.
They have achieved contentment, calm, inner peace, 
and love.
At times these feelings still elude them, but at least 
they have experienced a single second in which they 
have fully felt the sweet sensation of inner perfection.
Warning: This book may shake your life to peace.

The team that worked on the compilation of this book 
has done so on behalf of participants in the Peace of 
Mind (POM) Retreat 2009. POM is an annual retreat 
hosted by the Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual 
University. The book project has been undertaken as 
an act of gratitude for our POM 2009 experience. 
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The project came to fruition because of:
The Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University;
Every participant who voluntarily contributed their 
memoirs;
Netanel Semrik for conceptualizing the project;
Henry Sacramento and Priscilla Sacramento for 
motivating participation in the project;
Ishwarie Hariparsad for editing.

Notes to Readers

Writers use Baba meaning “Father” in their reference 
to Brahma Baba, the founding father of the Brahma 
Kumaris World Spiritual University and in reference 
to Shiv Baba, the “Father of all Souls” or “The 
Supreme Soul.”
POM refers to the Peace of Mind 2009 Retreat hosted 
by the Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual University, 
at their Spiritual Headquarters in Mount Abu, 
Ahmedabad, Rajasthan, India.
The BK family refers to the “Brahma Kumaris,” hence 
the reference to sisters and brothers, the teachers and 
seniors within the family.
Dadi refers to “respected Elder”; Didi refers to 
“respected sister.”
Om Shanti is a greeting, where Om means “the eternal 
soul” and Shanti means “peace.”

Editorial note: Thank you, Baba, for this opportunity. 
The beautiful places in which this book was written 
is another gift I shall cherish. I appreciate being able 
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to relive POM whenever I worked on the project. 
Gratitude is expressed to supportive family, friends, 
work colleagues, and the Project Team. Introduction

From time immemorial the purpose of life has been 
questioned. We may busy ourselves filling the waking 
hours with activity, believing momentarily that “life 
has meaning,” but from deep within, the question of 
the value of such activity may challenge the mind. 
A definitive answer is elusive; one is constantly 
searching to fill the little vacuum that won’t go away. 
Entertainment, prestige, money, charity… nothing 
seems to be exactly right. We hear a defiant voice 
clamoring to be heard, “There’s something more.” It 
may assume the power to negate the importance of 
every purposeful life activity.
Success or achievement fades with time. The 
persistent voice rises again to say, “This is not 
important enough; something is missing; there is 
something else I need, then I will be truly happy!”
We are spurred to seek an answer. Some may adopt 
alternative lifestyles; some opt out of everything 
conventional and find a degree of satisfaction in 
these choices. But true bliss, as a constant, remains 
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obscure. Is it different strokes for different people? If 
that is indeed so, do we have the stamina, amidst all 
else, for the work involved to attain it.
Why do I call it work? Effort is required, energy is 
used, and time is spent. These are qualities that define 
the concept of work. Using energy appropriately, 
through each moment in time, to attain a state of 
bliss, is possible. That is not a secret.
For whatever reason, we have bought into the 
notion that bliss as an absolute state is aligned with 
nothingness. Nothingness is a rare and highly elusive 
state of being, representing ultimate achievement. 
True happiness is possible but can only be attained 
by very special persons or a few fortunate people. 
It is impossible to be an ordinary person with an 
ordinary life and still be part of the rare group, with 
the potential to attain true happiness or a state of 
blissful living.
But, if we are substantial beings, is it possible to 
be nothing and remain substantial? Perhaps this 
discrepant idea stemmed from history: we glorify 
the lives of saints, sages, philosophers, inventors, 
all great people, believing that they lived beyond 
a common reality. That is why they were successful; 
that is why they could be happy.
Is this really so?

Recently, a very ordinary group of people shared 
in a wonderful experience. I do not believe any 
one of the group that came together in Madhuban 
considered ourselves anything but very ordinary 
people. We may regard ourselves as having pockets 
of success, as professionals, business persons, or 
successful family members – but so too do a large 
part of the population on earth. However, what we 
experienced made us feel extraordinary!
We soon realized that we have not been living as 
fully as we could. We received a special gift: the 
knowledge of how to address the issue that we are 
only a part of our lives, with the capacity to reclaim all 
of it. We’d like to share some of this with you; hence 
the decision to collect our individual accounts of ten 
life-changing days and bequeath our experience and 
feelings as a gift to you.
The aim of this book is to present the authentic 
experience of the writers. I have attempted to keep 
the editing process as unobtrusive as possible. The 
experience written about is unconventional, the 
writing was allowed to follow suit. There is repetition 
of content as persons chose to recount what they 
experienced as “their life-changing moment” but the 
value of keeping the accounts as close as possible 
to the original script, despite the repetition, is to 
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preserve the impact of the emotive experience. For 
is that not how reality is perceived? As a series of 
emotive moments, the interaction between head and 
heart.
What is truly remarkable is the similarity of 
experience of persons who attended the Peace of 
Mind Retreat, despite the vast differences in the 
attributes of their normal reality. If nothing else, 
the value of POM lies in this. The experience of 
a sense of achievement. For some it may have been 
a moment of certainty of some important reality, for 
others the occurrence of a life-changing decision, 
for some, the rare opportunity to be free to be with 
themselves… each piece of writing tells its own 
celebrated tale. It really is the effort or experience 
of the individual participants that makes POM the 
reward that it is: a program of knowledge shared, 
the BKs as facilitators and the journey of individuals 
through their self-transformation experience. There 
are no specific prerequisites or entry credentials that 
qualify one for this experience; only a deep desire to 
satisfy some persistent yearning.
The accounts that you are going to read are not 
the product of fiction. The composition is how per-
sons recall actual experiences. As a reader, you will 
be able to tell of events or experiences that have 

had the greatest impact on the POM participants. 
There is repetition of singular events; these repre-
sent moments that participants (over the years) find 
extremely moving. Concrete activities helped ordi-
nary individuals to have transcendental experiences. 
They tell what they believe facilitated them through 
these experiences and of their active participation 
throughout the POM retreat.
We have decided that we are not going to present 
the contributions in any kind of orderly sequence. 
We want to mimic the arbitrary manner in which 
participants experienced POM as well as the 
manner in which life happens. The decision to 
exclude commentary through the presentation of 
contributions is to allow for the reader to experience 
with the writer their individual journey or experience.
We, the participants of the POM 2009 Retreat, began 
with a yearning. Was it addressed? Let the writing 
speak…



 PART ONE
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Henry Sacramento 
Serving Officer with the Royal Gibraltar Police 

Gibraltar

Mount Abu is one of many places on earth where 
magical things happen. I feel that words will never do 
justice to the experiences that were lived during the 
Peace of Mind retreat. People from many different 
countries, customs, and religious beliefs can share 
a moment in time, in perfect peace and harmony – 
that in itself is a miracle!
I had many special spiritual experiences during the 
seven days but the one that stands out as the most 
moving is the one I’d like to share. The first morning 
Dadi Janki challenged everyone to come to the 4:00 
a.m. meditation. This meant getting up at 3:30 a.m. 
Considering the time difference, this meant that 
I needed to get up at the time I would normally 
be going to bed, in Gibraltar. Quite a shock for the 
system! But a challenge is always good.

I was impressed by the number of people who 
actually turned up. Forty-five minutes of silent 
meditation is what we had been invited to follow. 
Dadi Janki was sitting at the center of the stage; 

two sisters were sitting on each side of her, a little 
further away. Dadi is ninety-five years young! One 
of the original founders of the organization, she was 
a young girl when she first decided to make her life 
purpose to work with Brahma Baba. She is filled with 
knowledge, purity, determination, and a universal 
sense of humor. I was surprised I did not nod off into 
sleep and was able to meditate.
After the meditation session was over Dadi stood up 
and approached the edge of the stage, she slowly 
turned her head to make eye contact with each 
person in the huge auditorium. Eye to eye contact 
is the technique practiced by Raj Yogis to stimulate 
contact being made with the third eye – this is 
known as sharing drishthi. That was the beginning for 
me. I saw her surrounded by a golden-white light; 
the more I looked the larger it got. The light filled up 
the whole theater and everything surrounding her 
disappeared. All I could see was Dadi and the most 
pure golden-white light I have ever seen. The feeling 
of peace and humility seeped into me, expanding and 
filling me; touching my soul. What an experience! 
Tears rolled down my cheeks; it may have been 
a moment but I felt that I was experiencing eternity.
Dadi then started waving with her right hand and 
as she walked off the stage people started to clap, 
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an action that she discourages. The light began to 
dwindle and things that had disappeared began to 
come into focus.
Mind blowing!

Lazarus Tsvere 
Church Elder 

Sheffield, UK

He is of Zimbabwe, an African origin. He says the 
following:

We had a good time through the seven days spent in 
Mount Abu. My experience led to the realization that 
in the eyes of the Lord we are the same, no matter 
how different one may appear to be on the outside – 
the essential truth is that we are each a soul masked 
by the trappings on the body. 
The love I experienced from the brothers and 
sisters made me realize that I was not lost anymore – 
I belong to a family called humanity. My birth family 
still matters. But the expansion in my mind to feel 
unity and love with so many different people, made 
me feel that I belonged to a much larger family. This 
helped me experience peace within my mind. 
More importantly, I learned the importance of 
being at peace with myself first, before I could even 
attempt to share it with others. 
Peace of mind is an intermediate step toward 
connecting with the Supreme Father of all human 
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